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SUMMARY

Organized Multi-task oriented Independent Worker Great managerial skills and experience, Am 
experienced at running and terminating Coaxial, Ethernet, and fiber cables and setting set top 
boxes and hooking up the various different types of video components, Installing LC, SC, ST, FC, 
FDDI, SMA and MPO/MTP connectors, for both multi-mode; single-mode fiber Terminate simplex 
&amp; duplex jumper cord Terminate & breakout outside plant (loose tube) fiber.

SKILLS

Fiber Optic, Planning, Problem Solving.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Fiber Technician
ABC Corporation  2011 – 2013 
 Installed, tested, maintained, repaired and upgraded various components of 

telecommunications systems, to include both equipment and infrastructure.
 Assisted in and was responsible for successful completion of assigned projects within the 

scope of the work area.
 Experienced in fiber splicing, polishing and termination which includes but is not limited to SC,

LC, ST, FC, MTBBJ connecters, also experienced in fusion splicing, copper splicing and patch 
panel punchdown.

 Familiared with EIA/TIA-598 color coding standards.
 Fluent in reading of OTDR trace bar and power meter light source equipment with ability to 

interpret results.
 Experienced in splicing with Sumitomo T-37 and Fujikura FSM30 as well as other various 

Sumitomo and Fujikura splice equipment.
 Technicians cut and splice fiber optic cables, locate problem areas and perform other repairs 

as needed.

Fiber Technician
Delta Corporation  2001 – 2003 
 Manager of inventory, procurement, logistics, tools, equipment, and warehouse Single point of

contact for all warehouse operations Coordinated all .
 Installed outer compartments on HVAC units according to model specifications.
 My responsibilities are Fiber optic stripping, cleaving, and splicing.
 In addition to these I also install cable, and preform testing using a variety of equipment to 

ensure existing cable is functioning properly and .
 Conduct maintenance and outage repairs of Fiber Network in Phoenix and surrounding areas 

to reduce customer down time Utilized test equipment .
 Fiber optic splicing and testing,the installation of telecommunications equipment,including 

ironwork.
 Security Maintenance at Dulles International Airport for two months from May 1st until Jun Jun 

I transferred to a project at the Pentagon where I am .

EDUCATION

Certificate Of Completion
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